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Background
• Rapid development of visible nitride lasers in the last 20 years (from UV to the
green). High power blue and green laser diodes (in 9 mm packages) were
developed for projector applications.
• Diode lasers seemed more practical and much cheaper than green KTP lasers
(frequency doubled Nd:YAG), yellow dye lasers, or CO2 lasers used in dermatology
• High powers (5-50W) and fiber output required for medical applications.
Continuous and pulsed operation necessary.
• Combinations of several wavelengths could be superior to a single wavelength.

Our method for coupling 8 laser diodes into one fiber (in order
to achieve high power in the fiber)

Absorption of light by three main chromophores in human tissue
Visible range is important
for the treatment of
vascular lesions due to
strong absorption by
hemoglobin and melanin.
However, strong
absorption means shallow
penetration. Yellow light
around 590 nm (pulsed
dye lasers) was
considered the best for
reaching blood cells and
having good absorption
by hemoglobin.

We chose to work at shorter wavelengths but we were not
sure if the penetration depth was sufficient.

Two-color lasers for photodynamic therapy and diagnosis
Here we used a
dielectric edge filter (at
45 degrees) which
reflects 410 nm beam
and transmits a 638 nm
beam.

We can achieve high power monochromatic light or mix up to 8 different
colors in one fiber (white light can be obtained by mixing red, green and
blue) US patent US 9223123 B2 US 9223123 B2

Red light (638 nm, 400 mW) and violet light (410 nm, 400 mW) from the same fiber.

Our high-power laser source: CW or pulsed, with touchscreen
and power meter, light spot diameter adjustable 0.5-5 mm

Positive clinical results for PWS, telangiectasia and solar
lentigines (blue laser with 15 ms pulses and 48 W peak power)
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CW power achieved: 3.5W at Violet (410 nm), 50W at Blue (450 nm), 5W at Green
(520 nm), 8W at Red (638 nm, with 19x1 fiber combiner). Pulsed operation from 1
ms upwards. Triple-wavelength sources: Red + Green + Blue and Red + Violet + Blue
for oral PDTT

High-power blue laser as a surgical tool (replacing CO2 laser):
plantar warts
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